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The Cottrell straps are important auto-transport tie-down item. These wheel straps are available in a
number of varieties. Each of them is strikingly different from another although the appearance is
quite deceptive and makes them look similar. There are some important guidelines which when
followed will help you to buy the best product.

	The first thing to notice about the cottrell straps is whether they are made from 12000 pound
webbing or not. Some are made of the 10000 pound material as well. The two varieties can be
easily differentiated by the fact that the former contains two red threads while the later contains only
one. You should enquire about the safe working weight-limit of the straps. Most of them come with a
tag where the limit is mentioned. Though most of the straps come with a weight limit of 2500
pounds, itâ€™s better to buy the 3000 pound limit ones. Although the market is recently  flooded with
1700 pound Cottrell straps, itâ€™s recommended to stay away from them.

	The length of the Cottrell straps is another important criterion to  think over. Earlier 8 foot strap was
quite handfulbut with the emergence of 22 inches tires in modern days, people are more hooked to
the 9 foot straps. People boasting a lot of SUVs in their garage may also find the 10 foot ones most
helpful for them. The way of the fitting of the strap hooks to the trailerâ€™s deck hole which should be
considered well before buying them. The fastening with the double J hooks and swivel J hooks
follow a different procedure. Before ordering for them, measure the diameter of the holes properly.
The cottrell straps must also come with a warranty of minimum 90 days. In this period if any problem
occurs with them, the manufacturing company is liable to replace it with a new one or mend it at no
extra cost.
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Chris Adam - About Author:
For more information on a cottrell straps, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a cottrell tie down straps!
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